IDiveIsleOfMan
Terms and Conditions:
Payment: All courses will require a deposit prior to the customer receiving PADI training materials.
Please ensure prompt payment or this may delay any aspect of your training. Should you wish to make
part payment please discuss this prior to commencing any element of your course with the owners of I
Dive Isle of Man (“I Dive“), listed below. Should the customer require additional tuition to the programme
they have enrolled in I Dive may request additional charges for pool or face to face tuition time.
Please note that all course fees must be paid by completion of your course or we reserve the right to
withhold your PADI certification until the balance is paid in full.
Cancellations: Should the customer wish to cancel their tuition at any stage I Dive reserves the right to
charge for the tuition received to date. Once payment has been received I Dive staff will ensure that
the customer’s log book reflects the training they have completed with I Dive. I Dive staff reserve the
right to cancel open water activities if weather conditions and risk assessment deem it necessary.
Customers will be given as much advance notice as possible of any such cancellation.
Liability Releases: All customers, undertaking training, must complete all PADI releases prior to
training in confined or open water. All customers must also sign to say that they have read and
understood I Dive’s Terms and Conditions.
Medicals: All customers must complete a PADI self declaration medical whilst undertaking training and
recreational diving with I Dive. Should any question elicit a YES answer I Dive staff will insist on a
formal medical with the customer’s GP (confirming the customer’s fitness to dive) prior to commencing
diving activities. Should any customer fall ill (illness from the point that on completing the PADI self
declaration medical they would now answer YES to certain questions) whilst undertaking aspects of
their training it is the customer’s responsibility to inform I Dive staff. The customer must then attend for
a formal medical with their GP to confirm their fitness to dive and continue with their training programme.
The customer agrees not to drink alcoholic beverages or use recreational drugs prior to dive training. I
Dive staff reserve the right (acting reasonably) to cancel/postpone a training session should they feel the
customer is still under the influence of alcohol or recreational drugs. In this situation I Dive reserve the
right to levy a fee for the cancelled session.
Insurance: I Dive instructional staff have insurance through DAN for training and diving activities. I
Dive does not cover individual customer’s personal effects and belongings that may suffer loss or
damage whilst undertaking training. It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure that they have adequate
personal insurance for the activates that they undertake.
Equipment: I Dive maintains equipment for rental and use whilst undertaking training. Parties using I
Dive’s equipment do so at their own risk. Prior to equipment being issued it will be inspected by staff to
ensure it has been serviced and is in good condition. The customer must agree to return the equipment
in the same condition at the end of the rental or training period. Wear and tear is expected but any
significant damage to equipment i.e. breakage, ripped seals and dust caps left of regulators may result
in the customer incurring part replacement or servicing costs.
Recreational Diving: Should certified divers wish to dive with I Dive they will be required to show proof
of certification, recent UK dive experience and their log book. Should some time have passed since the
customer’s last dive, or the that diving has occurred outside of UK waters, I Dive adheres to
recommendations made by PADI. I Dive staff may therefore recommend that the customer undertake a
Scuba Review to refresh there skills in a confined water setting prior to any open water diving.
Customer signature to show awareness and understanding of I Dive Isle of Man’s Terms and Conditions
Name ……………………………….......................................................

Date…………………………

Countersigned for IDiveIsleOfMan ……………………………….......

Date………………………….
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